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		Now that Apple has introduced the GameKit framework to its iOS SDK, you can integrate Game Center features directly into your iPhone and iPad apps. This concise cookbook shows you how it's done, with 18 targeted recipes for adding leaderboards, user authentication, achievements, multiplayer games, and many other features.

	
		How do you display players' scores and achievements? How do you create Game Center accounts and add friends? Each recipe in this book includes a simple code solution you can put to work immediately, along with a detailed discussion that offers insight into why and how the recipe works.

	
		Recipes include techniques to:

		
			Set up Game Center for an iOS App
	
			Use block objects and Grand Central Dispatch to write Game Center apps
	
			Authenticate a local player in Game Center
	
			Use iTunes Connect to create leaderboards and achievements
	
			Retrieve leaderboard and achievement information programmatically
	
			Handle players' state changes in multiplayer games
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Reasoning About Program TransformationsSpringer, 2002
The motivation of this text lies in what we believe is the inadequacy of current frameworks to reason about the flow of data in imperative programs. This inadequacy clearly shows up when dealing with the individual side effects of loop iterations. Indeed, we face a paradoxical situation where, on the one hand, a typical program spends most of its...
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English for Specific Purposes (Resource Books for Teachers)Oxford University Press, 2007

	This book offers over 80 generic classroom activities for teaching vocational English to any profession.
...
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Microsoft Flight Simulator X For Pilots Real World TrainingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It's the next best thing to being up there
   Why use Microsoft Flight Simulator for real-world flight training? Because it gives you the best possible head start and enables you to learn at your convenience. Flight Simulator provides scenario-based training that lets you practice handling almost any situation. It offers...
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The Photographic Image in Digital Culture (Comedia)Routledge, 2013

	This new edition of The Photographic Image in Digital Culture explores the condition of photography after some 20 years of remediation and transformation by digital technology.


	Through ten especially commissioned essays, by some of the leading scholars in the field of contemporary photography studies, a range of key topics...
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Proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018): Volume IV: Organizational Design and Management (ODAM), ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018), held on August 26-30, 2018, in Florence, Italy. By highlighting the latest theories and models, as well as cutting-edge technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including...
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Programming HTML5 Applications: Building Powerful Cross-Platform Environments in JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2011

	
		HTML5 is not just a replacement for plugins. It also makes the Web a first-class development environment by giving JavaScript programmers a solid foundation for building industrial-strength applications. This practical guide takes you beyond simple site creation and shows you how to build self-contained HTML5 applications that can...
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